Let D be an open convex bounded subset of a complex Banach space (X;kk), and let C be the union of a nite number of closed convex sets lying strictly inside D: Using the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness with respect to the Kobayashi distance in D; we rst show that if f : D ! D is a holomorphic mapping which leaves C invariant, and if the Lefschetz number (f jC ) 6 = 0 ; then inffkx f(x)k : x 2 Cg = 0 : W e then deduce several new xed point theorems for holomorphic and nonexpansive mappings.
In the special case when D = B n , the Cartesian product of n unit open balls of a complex Hilbert space H; it then follows that if f : B n ! B n is holomorphic, C = U m i=1 C i is f-invariant, each C i is a closed convex k D -bounded subset of B n ; and (2) C i \ C i 6 = ; , j i j j 1 for all 1 i; j m; then f has a xed point i n C:
Our minimal displacement result is inspired by a theorem of M. Furi and M. Martelli [11] concerning k-set-contractions in normed spaces. However, their theorem does not yield the estimate (1) because f is only norm-Lipschitzian on C (and not norm-nonexpansive). Therefore we use the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness with respect to the Kobayashi distance k D and not with respect to the norm as in [11] . This new approach to holomorphic mappings and the metric character of our arguments show that the above results can, in fact, be extended to the family of all k D -nonexpansive self-mapping of C: Moreover, the method of proof of our xed point theorem for holomorphic mappings also leads to the following new xed point theorem for nonexpansive mappings in Banach spaces: If C 1 ; C 2 ; : : : ; C m are m nonempty w eakly compact convex subsets of a Banach space, each C i has a normal structure, and (2) is satised, then every nonexpansive self-mapping of C = U m i=1 C i has a xed point. The case m = 1 of this result is W.A. Kirk's classical theorem [21] , while the case m = 2 is a recent remarkable result of A. Stachura [46] . Several related results are also included. [10, 15, 19, 22] ). Directly from the denition of k D we obtain (3) k D (tx + ( 1 t ) y;tw+ ( 1 t ) z ) max[k D (x; w); k D ( y;z)] for all 0 t 1 and every choice of x; y; w; z from D [31] . This implies that the balls If C D is nonempty and convex, then the restriction of k D to C C is Lipschitz-equivalent to the norm k k [10, 15, 19] . This means that there exist constants L 1 (C) 1 and L 2 (C) such that (4) k D (x; y) L 1 (C)kx yk L 2 ( C ) k D ( x; y) for every pair of points x; y 2 C: This implies that for every nonempty set C D the inequalities (4) are valid. Using (3) and (4) we also see that
for every C D; where clco C denotes the closed convex hull of C:
Since the Kobayashi distance is the integrated form of the Kobayashi metric [10] , the following theorem is valid. Remark. Theorem 1 is also valid for the Carath eodory integrated formc D of the Carath eodory metric [7, 15, 19] . 
Applying (3) 
We s a y that a nite family C of nonempty closed convex sets lying strictly inside D is complete if C 1 \C 2 2 C whenever C 1 ; C 2 2 C and C 1 \C 2 6 = ; [11] . Every nite family of nonempty closed convex sets lying strictly inside D is a subfamily of a complete family. The symbol jCj will denote the union of all elements of C:
Next we recall a few known results about unions of convex sets, which w e reformulate for our needs. Proposition 1 ( [11, 35] ). Let dened by H(x; t) = ( 1 t ) ( x ) + tx: It is known that for every nite union C of nonempty closed convex sets lying strictly inside D; and every continuous g : C ! C; the Lefschetz number (g) (with respect to the singular homology over the rationals) is well dened (see [9, 11] for details).
Lemma 2. Let C be a complete family of nonempty closed convex sets lying strictly inside D; and let g : jCj ! jCj be continuous with (g) 6 = 0 : Then g(C) \ C 6 = ; for at least one C 2 C :
Proof. See the proof of the Lemma in [11] .
Lemma 2 also yields the following fact. Each C n is a nite union of nonempty closed convex sets lying strictly inside D; and by the inequality (7) (C n ) K(C n 1 ) for n = 1 ; 2 ; : : : . I t i s o b vious that f t (C n ) C n : Let f t;n denote the restriction of f t to C n : By Proposition 2, f t and f are homotopic, and therefore the following equalities f t;n = h i; f t;n 1 = i h where i : C n ! C n 1 is an inclusion and h : C n 1 ! C n is the map induced by f t ; yield (f t;n ) = ( f t;n 1 ) for n = 1 ; 2 ; : : : , and (f t;n ) = ( f j C ) 6 = 0 for n = 0 ; 1 ; : : : . Hence by Lemma 3, we obtain inf x2C k D (x; f t (x) ) = 0 :
Now w e are ready to achieve our aim. We h a v e (4)), and the result follows.
As consequences of Theorem 2 we obtain the following two new results for holomorphic mappings. Proof. C is contractible [6] . This implies that every sequence fx j g in a nonempty closed convex k B n -bounded subset C of B n with diam k B n (C) > 0 contains a subsequence fx j i g for which there exist two points x; y 2 C such that lim i k B n (x; x j i ) and lim i k B n (y;x j i ) exist and are dierent. Since every ball in (B;k B ) is uniformly convex with respect to linear convexity [26] , we can apply the method of proof of the Belluce-Kirk-Steiner Theorem [3] to (B n ; k B n ) and obtain that (B n ; k B n ) has k B n -normal structure ( [4, 13] ; for a generalization see [28] ), i.e., every nonempty closed convex k B n -bounded subset C of B n with diam k B n (C) > 0 has a point c 2 C such that
This implies that each k B n -nonexpansive self-mapping f dened on a closed convex k B n -bounded subset C of B n has a xed point [25, 26, 29] . (For other properties of holomorphic and k B n -nonexpansive mappings in B n see [10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 38, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44] .) We n o w use Theorem 3 to extend this last result to non-convex domains.
Theorem 5. Let C be a nite union of nonempty, closed, convex, and k B -bounded subsets of B:If C is contractible, f : B ! B is holomorphic, and C is f-invariant, then f has a xed point i n C:
Proof. By Theorem 3 there exists a sequence fx j g in C such that lim j k B (x j ; f ( x j )) = 0: Without loss of generality w e m a y assume that fx j g converges weakly to x 2 C: we can assume that all the x j are in one E i 0 . Hence there exist y and z in E i 0 such that (8) lim j k B n (y;x j )<lim j k B n (z;x j ):
Recall that the asymptotic center of fx j g with respect to E ( [1, 8, 13] ) is AC(E;fx j g) = f x 2 E : r ( x; fx j g) = r ( E;fx j g)g;
where r(x; fx j g) = lim sup j k B n (x; x j ); and r(E;fx j g) = inf x2E r(x; fx j g): It is easy to observe that for each i; E i \ AC(E;fx j g) is either empty o r w eakly compact and convex. Next by (8) we get E i 0 6 = E i 0 \AC(E;fx j g);and therefore AC(E;fx j g)6 = E: Since AC(E;fx j g) is nonempty and f-invariant, it must have at least two connected components. Now for t r(E;fx j g) = t 1 w e dene A(t) b y A ( t ) = f x 2 E : r ( x; fx j g) tg: The same reasons as before yield the following properties of the sets A(t) for t t 1 :
(i) A(t 1 ) = AC(E;fx j g)6 =E;
(ii) for t 2 = min ft t 1 : A(t) = E g w e h a v e A ( t 2 ) = E and A(t) 6 = E for t 1 
is a nonempty w eakly compact convex f-invariant set. Hence f has a xed point i ñ E:This contradicts the assumption that f is xed point free. Therefore f does have a xed point and the proof is complete. Since the proofs of Theorems 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 use only metric and topological properties of holomorphic mappings, the above theorems are, in fact, true for all k D -(k B n -)nonexpansive self-mappings of C:
Nonexpansive Mappings
We begin this section with the denition of normal structure with respect to a topology : Let (X;k k ) be a Banach space, a Hausdor topology on X; and C a nonempty convex subset of X: C is said to have normal structure with respect to the topology (-NS) [28] if every nonempty -compact (i.e., compact in the topology ) convex norm-bounded subset C 1 of C which contains more than one point has a nondiametral point, i.e., a point c 2 C 1 for which sup x2C 1 kc xk < diam C 1 :
The following result was proved in [28] (see also [13, 33, 37] ). Theorem 7 ([28] ). Let Remark. It is sucient to assume in Theorem 8 that every sequence fx j g contains a subsequence for which the asymptotic radius function is -l.s.c. (see [20, 28] ). For examples of topologies satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 8 see [28] . For results related to Theorem 8 see [16, 23, 42, 45, 46] . We n o w prove a result on the structure of the xed point set Fix f = fx 2 X : f(x) = x g of a nonexpansive self-mapping f : C ! C: Theorem 9. Let (X;kk) be a strictly convex Banach space, and let C 1 ; : : : ; C m be m Then a norm-nonexpansive f : C ! C is also -nonexpansive. The strict convexity of X implies that for every pair x; y 2 C there exists exactly one broken line realizing the -distance between x and y. If x; y 2 Fix f; then this line is f-invariant and therefore it consists of xed points of f:Our theorem is a simple consequence of this fact.
Theorem 9 is a generalization of the well known theorem for convex subsets of strictly convex Banach spaces [5] .
We conclude with a common xed point theorem which is a consequence of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10. If X and C are as in Theorem 9, and ff g is a family of commuting nonexpansive self-mappings of C, then \ Fix f 6 = ;:
